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Corporal Ix'ion "Sentinel" A'kai'nan Fyunnen

Corporal Ix'ion “Sentinel” A'kai'nan Fyunnen is a player character played by Archander.

Corporal Ix'ion “Sentinel” A'kai'nan Fyunnen

Reference Pictures
Personal Information

Pronunciation: Zee-yon Ah-kaì-nan
Species: Lorath
House: Fyunnen
Gender: Male

Age: 22 LY 1)

Zodiac: Aries
Height: 6'2“ (187.96 cm)
Weight: 205lbs (~93 kg)
Build: Stocky, Solid, Well Defined

Skin Color: Alabaster
Hair: Silvery White 2)

Eyes: Aqua 3)

Occupational Information
Organization: Lorath Self Defense Force
Occupation: Infantry (Sharpshooter)
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Corporal Ix'ion “Sentinel” A'kai'nan Fyunnen

Rank:

 Corporal
Current Placement: LSDF Val'ta

Theme Song: Really Slow Motion - "Aeorien" - Iron Poetry

Preferred Plots:

LSDF Val'ta

Physical Characteristics

Build and Skin Color: Ix'ion has an extremely well defined physique, looking like a prized combat
athlete. He is rather pale, with his skin nearly Alabaster in color, significantly lacking in pigmentation. His
body is tattered in scars, a product of a strict and focused development and upbringing befitting a
Fyunnen male.

Eyes and Facial Features: He has slightly wide set almond shaped eyes the color of clear tropical
waters much like those seen on resort worlds (Aqua 4) ). With a sharp, chiseled jaw and strong yet
slender, never been broken nose Ix'ion's features are framed by a heart shaped face and defined
cheekbones. His face remains surprisingly devoid of scarring.

Wings: Ix'ion's wings are beautiful jet black with a sheen to them signifying their healthy condition. He
tends to be very defensive of them, keeping them pulled close to his back unless extremely tired.

Ears: Oddly enough for a Fyunnen, his ears resemble something closer to Elven than typical of others of
his caste. They are more backward swept and longer, with a more tapered point.

Hair Color and Style: Ix'ion has chopped yet well taken care of Silvery White 5) hair that is longer in the
back than in the front, reaching just past his shoulders at its longest and just below his chin in the front.
Unless it is tucked back, some of his hair will cover his right eye at an angle while the rest frames his
face.

Distinguishing Features: Lack of facial scarring, Elven-like ears, intense blue eyes

Cybernetics

Ix'ion, like members of the A'kai'nan family in service of the Lorath Matriarchy and/or Lorath Self Defense
Force, has undergone extensive cybernetic augmentation.

Cybernetic Augmentations
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Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Answering equally to Ix'ion (said Zee-yon) or Sentinel, at first glance one would see him as
cold and distant. While not being completely true, it would be easier said that Ix'ion is very much a
watcher and tends to regard those around them by the weight of their actions before any value is put
into their words. He also tends to be reserved and cautious, yet proves to be caring and compassionate
once he becomes comfortable with those around him. As such, if there's one thing that he doesn't
tolerate, it is those that use their gifts and abilities to the detriment of others that cannot defend
themselves.

Also of note, Ix'ion is somewhat old fashioned and traditional. He believes that chivalry still exists and a
man's worth is measured by his honor. This, along with his upbringing as a Fyunnen, has instilled within
him a desire to serve and will display subservience and submissive mannerisms to much stronger
females. This perception doesn't necessarily change though the outward appearance might. (IE: The sex
change/alteration needs to be significant enough for Ix'ion not to be able to recognize the person for him
to react differently.)

Likes: Serving to the best of his abilities, fighting in defense of others, weapons, gunplay, reading.
Dislikes: Bullies, tyrants, disregard for life.
Goals: To continue to prove his worth to those of his clan, House Fyunnen, the LSDF, and the
Lorath Matriarchy as a whole.

History

Family

Elder Eri'dan'ja “Promise” A'kai'nan Fyunnen (Grandmother, Clan Leader)
Elder Ex'cel'lion “Resolve” A'kai'nan Fyunnen (Grandfather, deceased)
Major Zi'dhanye “Templar” A'kai'nan Fyunnen (Father, deceased)
Sub-Commander A'rya “Guardian” A'kai'nan Fyunnen (Mother, Clan Commander)
Er'ess'i'da “Songbird” A'kai'nan (Younger Sister, Clan Heiress)

(Males that marry into or join Clan A'kai'nan have typically taken on the Clan name as their own as a
showing of respect.)

Pre-RP

Born to a small yet proud Fyunnen clan, Ix'ion grew up within a strict and structured house that aspired
to prove their worth whenever possible to gain greater favor amongst the clans. Instilled within him from
an early age was the notion that male or female, one of Clan A'kai'nan could gain no greater honor than
living (and dying) in service to Lorath as a whole, but more specifically to the Matriarchy. Both Zi'dhayne
and A'rya were both devout warriors in their own rights, both very much avatars of protection and
selflessness just as the leaders of the clan were before them.
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While Ix'ion had a healthy respect for his father growing up, it was his mother and grandmother (the
current Clan Leader) that he not only respected but feared as well. Because of this, he made it a point to
push harder to seek their approval through his actions and with earned merits and accolades. Schooling
was held in equal regard to his training as a warrior, with his mother taking a very active stance in his
punishment for failure. It was very apparent that he was being groomed with the intent he would serve
as a good man to an even greater woman. As such, Ix'ion often displays subservient or submissive
tendencies in interactions with females as a whole.

Roughly around the coming of age for Ix'ion, tragedy would befall his family and Clan A'kai'nan in the
form of the Moon Drop incident. Most of the Clan that were of age gave their best efforts to save as many
lives as possible but none expected things to turn out as they had. Among those lost were Ex'cel'lion and
Zi'dhayne, leaving the rest of Clan A'kai'nan to grieve. It was during this unfortunate time that Ix'ion
tempered his resolve to honor his lineage that passed before him and join the Lorath Self Defense Force.

As a honed weapon to be wielded by the Matriarchy, Ix'ion's actions are spurned on by his desire to make
something of himself and live up to the tradition of selfless honor befitting a member of Clan A'kai'nan.
With his orders to join the LSDF Val'ta, he hopes to do just that.

Skills

Communication

Ix'ion is a well spoken person fluent in Ci'kesa, Ly'thir, Zeh'Mebi, and Trade. To the surprise of many, he
has very little accent that carries over to speaking Trade, making it very easy for foreigners to
understand him. Familiar with a growing number of both military and civilian methods of communication,
Ix'ion is able to send and receive information clearly and competantly receive orders.

Fighting

Ix'ion is exceptional at hand-to-hand combat, displaying a mastery of a significant number of combat
forms with his signature style fluid and unpredictable, able to flow between offense and defense with
impressive ease. He is also well trained in the use of bladed weapons ranging from simple daggers and
swords to high tech powered blades. However, for as hard as he has trained in close-quarters combat,
Ix'ion is a talented natural with ranged weapons. Though he prefers conventional ammunition over
energy weapons, he is capable of using either types of firearms with relative ease.

Domestics

Groomed from an early age, Ix'ion is very independent and self-sufficient. From cooking and cleaning, to
presenting himself in formal and casual settings more befitting someone of higher status than he actually
his, without the overt arrogance that usually stems from having a higher standing socially.
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Leadership

Instilled in him throughout his upbringing and sharpened during his time within the LSDF, Ix'ion's ability
to lead continues to grow. He is able to give and receive orders in a matter that bolsters those around
him as well as those in his charge. A firm believer in minimizing one's weaknesses and maximizing one's
strengths, Ix'ion often can figure out of how make the best of situations with clear instructions and and
equally clear expectations.

Maintenance and Repair

Ix'ion is proficient at maintaining and repairing various weapon systems employed by the LSDF and to a
minor extent electrical systems as well. To him, the understanding of how things work provides greater
knowledge on how to better use them.

Survival

Having been trained throughout his life as well as while enlisted within the LSDF, Ix'ion is highly capable
in surviving in various conditions with limited gear and provisions. He is able to make due as the situation
calls for, and can hide his presence if he does not wish to be found.

Mathematics

Ix'ion has had formal schooling in mathematics including algebra, geometry, calculus, and trigonometry.

Physical

Constant and vigorous training reinforces the enhancements that have been made to his body. As such,
Ix'ion is extremely well conditioned. This conditioning grants him exceptional strength, agility, stamina
beyond that of typical Fyunnen Lorath.

Inventory

Corporal Ix'ion “Sentinel” A'kai'nan Fyunnen has the following items:

Lorath Self Defense Force Uniform Components

1 Rank Pin Set, re-applicable adhesive type
1 M37/38 Environmental Battledress Uniform with collapsible helmet.
2 Uniform shirts, gray, with appropriate caste and assignment markings
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Rank and assignment information patch for right shoulder
Award Attachment Patch on left shoulder
Name Patch

2 pair of pants, gray
2 stonethread undershirts, caste color

Individual name printed on back and left breast of chest.
2 cotton undershirts, gray
2 pair synthetic fiber stockings, black
1 pair synthetic leather gloves, black
1 pair leather boots, black
1 pair short boots or athletic sneakers, black
2 belts, black, brass buckled, sword and pistol usage.
1 Glengarry hat (Fyunnen Caste Only)

Weather Gear

1 black balaclava
Rank patch on left forehead

1 black stonethread poncho (quarter inch thick), weather resistant inlay, caste colored stripe

Workout Clothing and Undergarments

2 custom print boxer trunks
2 black T-Shirts with chest pocket
1 pair black loafers
1 pair black wrestling shoes
4 black cotton boxers
3 black chest wraps
3 white chest wraps
4 pair of black boot Socks

Weapons

1 'Searing Blade' Traditional Melee Weapon System
Custom Broadsword - Resolve
LSDF “Ek'yra” Railgun Service Rifle

300 Rounds of 7.62mm ammunition
1 “M'Cel” 40/30mm Grenade Launcher with pistol grip.

2 Rounds of 40mm conventional explosive ammunition
2 Rounds of 40mm shot
1 40mm signaling flare

1 Hand Cannon
200 Rounds of ammunition
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Survival knife, carbon composite
Black sheath with loop and clips for belt or leg attachment (for the knife)

Accessories

Standard issue hygiene and grooming package
1 bottle of shampoo
1 bottle liquid body soap
1 stick of deodorant
1 toothbrush
1 tube of toothpaste
2 washcloths, white
2 towels, white
1 4oz Container of moisture absorbing powder
1 Make-up kit
1 Manicure kit
1 Hair brush
1 Hair dye kit
1 Set of hair ornaments and ties
1 Tooth repair and alteration kit

Electronic Money Card
Coin Purse, raw gems and metals amounting to 3000 HS in value, utilized by the Lorath Matriarchy.

Finances

Corporal Ix'ion “Sentinel” A'kai'nan Fyunnen is currently a Corporal in the Lorath Self Defense Force.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 HS Starting Funds
2050 HS 950 HS Purchase of Custom Broadsword - Resolve
Character Data
Character Name Corporal Ix'ion "Sentinel" A'kai'nan Fyunnen
Character Owner Archander
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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